A large number of biclustering methods have been proposed to detect patterns in gene expression data. All these methods try to find some type of biclusters but no one can discover all the types of patterns in the data. Furthermore, researchers have to design new algorithms in order to find new types of biclusters/patterns that interest biologists. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for biclustering that, in general, can be used to discover all computable patterns in gene expression data. The method is based on the theory of Kolmogorov complexity. More precisely, we use Kolmogorov complexity to measure the randomness of submatrices as the merit of biclusters because randomness naturally consists in a lack of regularity, which is a common property of all types of patterns. On the basis of algorithmic probability measure, we develop a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to search for biclusters. Our method can also be easily extended to solve the problems of conventional clustering and checkerboard type biclustering. The preliminary experiments on simulated as well as real data show that our approach is very versatile and promising.
Introduction
DNA microarray technology enables us to simultaneously observe the expression levels of many thousands of genes on the transcription levels during important biological processes. The gene expression has been widely applied to gene functional annotation, genetic network identification, tumor diagnosis, etc. A preliminary and common methodology for elucidating patterns hidden in gene expression data is the clustering technique, which partitions genes into groups in which genes exhibit similar expression patterns. However, clustering methods assume that related genes have the similar expression patterns across all conditions, which is not reasonable especially when the dataset contains many heterogeneous conditions.
Recently, biclustering that simultaneously identifies groups of genes and groups of conditions over which the genes within a group exhibit similar expression patterns, has attained a lot of attention from researchers and practitioners. Biclustering is actually an old topic and was studied 30 years ago. 9 In 2000, Cheng and Church first introduced biclustering to gene expression analysis. 3 Many biclustering methods have been proposed for gene expression analysis such as δ-biclustering, 3 coupled two-way clustering (CTWC), 8 statistical-algorithmic method for bicluster analysis (SAMBA), 27 order-preserving biclustering, 1, 16 Plaid model, 14 spectral biclustering, 11 xMOTIF, 20 Gibbs-sampling-based biclustering, 24 flexible overlapped biclustering (FLOC), 30 iterative signature algorithm (ISA), 2 etc. See Ref. 18 for an excellent survey.
In practice, gene expression data is often arranged as a matrix, where each gene corresponds to a row, each condition to a column, and each element of the matrix represents the expression level of a gene under a specific condition. Thus, the goal of biclustering is to find one or more "homogeneous" submatrices that involve specific subsets of genes and conditions. a Basically, there are four major types of biclusters/submatrices: (i) biclusters with constant values, (ii) biclusters with constant values on rows or columns, (iii) biclusters with coherent values, and (iv) biclusters with coherent evolutions. 18 So far, almost all proposed methods try to detect one or more types of biclusters by formulating it as an optimization problem. That is, a merit/objective function is employed to evaluate the quality of the seeked bicluster(s). The choice of the merit function is strongly related to the characteristics of the biclusters that each algorithm aims at finding. However, there is currently no proposed merit function that would allow an algorithm to find all types of biclusters. Hence, researchers have to design new merit functions in order to find new types of biclusters/patterns that are biologically interesting.
In this paper, we propose a general merit for biclustering, which in principle can be used to detect any type of biclusters including the four aforementioned and any other possible computable patterns. The idea can also be easily applied to clustering. For biclustering, we actually try to find some submatrix of gene expression data with some interesting regularity. Previous methods have defined many kinds of regularities through different merit functions. To design a general framework for biclustering, we have to find a universal way to describe the regularity. Since randomness consists in the lack of regularity, it is natural for us to instead seek a universal way to measure the randomness of biclusters. In particular, we employ Kolmogorov complexity 12, 13, 15, 25 to measure the randomness. The theory of Kolmogorov complexity is based on universal Turing machines. Informally, the complexity is the length of the shortest program for a universal Turing machine that correctly reproduces the observed data. Thus, Kolmogorov complexity is the ultimate measure of randomness and serves as a lower bound of the quantity of randomness that any real-world algorithm can possibly measure. In principle, one may also employ Shannon's information theory 23 instead of the theory of Kolmogorov complexity to measure randomness. However, we prefer the theory of Kolmogorov complexity here because the probabilistic basis of Shannon's information theory requires us to know the distribution of gene expression data, which is usually unknown in practice. The drawback of Kolmogorov complexity is that it is uncomputable in general. In Sec. 3, we will discuss how to approximate Kolmogorov complexity in the special case of gene expression data.
On the basis of the theory of Kolmogorov complexity, we formulate biclustering as an optimization problem in which the complexity density of a bicluster, i.e. the ratio of the Kolmogorov complexity of the bicluster to its size, is employed as the objective function to evaluate the quality of biclusters. To find optimal biclusters, we develop an MCMC algorithm based on a natural interpretation of conditional probability in algorithmic probability theory. Combined with the simulated annealing technique, 10 this method can effectively discover various patterns of interest as shown in some preliminary experiments on both simulated and real datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of Kolmogorov complexity and algorithmic probability. In Sec. 3, we present the general framework for biclustering based on the theory of Kolmogorov complexity. We also discuss on how to extend our method to the problems of clustering and checkerboard type biclustering. The approaches to approximate Kolmogorov complexity are also discussed in this section. Section 4 describes the experimental results on both simulated and real gene expression datasets. Section 5 concludes the paper with some directions of further research.
Kolmogorov Complexity
In this section, we give a very brief introduction to the concepts of Kolmogorov complexity that we used in this paper. Since the theory of Kolmogorov complexity is very deep and broad, it is impossible for us to give a complete and self-contained introduction in such a short section. For further reading, we suggest readers who are not familiar with the field to refer Li and Vitanyi's encyclopaedia.
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Because the main idea behind this work is to detect regularity (lack of randomness), we will begin this section with a review of the algorithmic theory of randomness, which is the main root of the theory of Kolmogorov complexity. In what follows, we write a string to mean a finite binary string. Other finite objects can be encoded as strings in a natural way. Given a long string x, the randomness of x naturally means that there is an absence of regularity in x. 12 Moreover, this string can be produced by a very simple program. Extending this argument, the nonrandomness of x means that there is a program p producing x such that the length |p| of p is much less than the length |x| of x. With the formation rule of the circumference ratio π, for instance, we can write a simple program p that can generate any number of first digits of π although the sequence of digits of π seems very "random". This program p is actually the intrinsic descriptive complexity of π. In contrast, a really random string x cannot be generated by a program with length less than |x| because the program has to explicitly print out the string without other choices. Consider a bicluster that exhibits some pattern/regularity. On the basis of our above discussion, this means that there is a "program" that can produce the expression levels of genes in a bicluster under specific conditions. This "program" could be a pathway or some transcriptional regulatory network. In fact, the ultimate goal of biclustering is exactly to disclose the secrets of these "life programs".
The Kolmogorov complexity (also called algorithmic entropy) K(x) of a string x is defined as the length of a shortest binary program p to compute x on an appropriate universal computer, such as a universal Turing machine. Thus, K(x) denotes the minimum number of bits of information from which x can be computationally retrieved. If there are more than one shortest programs, then p is the first one in the standard enumeration. The prefix Kolmogorov complexity requires the programs of the universal computer to be prefix-free (no program is a proper prefix of another program). The difference between plain and prefix Kolmogorov complexity (and other variants) is only an additive value of log |x|.
The conditional Kolmogorov complexity K(x|y) of x relative to y is defined similarly as the length of a shortest program to compute x, if y is furnished as an auxiliary input to the computation. The algorithmic mutual information is defined as
, that is, the information about x contained in y. We use the notation K(x, y) for the length of a shortest binary program that prints out x and y and a description on how to tell them apart. It is shown that there is a constant c ≥ 0, independent of x, y, such that
) with the equalities holding up to c additive precision. Hence, up to an additive constant term, I(x : y) = I(y : x).
Another important aspect of the theory of Kolmogorov complexity is the algorithmic probability measure. 25 Given a universal computer U, the algorithmic probability of a string x is
which is the probability that a program randomly drawn as a sequence of fair coin flips p 1 , p 2 , . . . will print out the string x. 4 This probability is universal in many senses and can be considered as the probability of observing such a string in nature. An important result is
where K(x) is the prefix Kolmogorov complexity. As seen later, this result plays an important role in the development of our biclustering algorithm. Therefore, our approach is based on the prefix Kolmogorov complexity. It is well-known that Kolmogorov complexity is not Turing computable. Thus, we can only try to approximate it and relevant quantities such as the deficiency of randomness (to be discussed later) in applications. In Sec. 3.2, we will discuss on how to approximate Kolmogorov complexity in the case of gene expression data.
Methods
A bicluster with some pattern/regularity lacks randomness, which can be measured by the deficiency of randomness based on Kolmogorov complexity. First, we need to note that the concept of randomness is relative because the quantity of the randomness of an object may change with respect to different backgrounds. Consider B that belongs to a set B (say, the set of all biclusters of size n × m). The deficiency of randomness of B relative to B is defined as δ(B|B) = log |B| − K(B|B), where |B| is the cardinality of B. If δ(B|B) is large, then this means that there is a description of B with the help of B that is considerably shorter than the ordinal number of B in B. In practice, the deficiency of randomness is usually computed as δ(B) = |B| − K(B), i.e. the set B consists of all strings with the same size as B.
One may formulate the problem of biclustering as seeking a bicluster with the largest deficiency of randomness. However, such a formulation is not suitable because we would have to compare the deficiencies of randomness between two biclusters of different sizes when we look for optimal biclusters. Instead, we define the complexity density
as the merit function of biclusters because it removes the influence on the size of a bicluster. Note that regularity/nonrandomness is not the only feature that biologists are interested in. By combining regularity/nonrandomness with other considerations through the technique of regularization, 29 we may find more biologically significant biclusters. In order to favor large biclusters, for example, we may regularize the above function with the size of biclusters
where γ is the regularization factor that controls the extent to which the penalty term influences the size of a bicluster. For simplicity, we confine us to Eq. (3) 
among all submatrices of the gene expression data, where G and C are two binary vectors whose elements g i and c j indicate if gene i and condition j are in the bicluster.
To solve this problem, we propose a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that takes advantage of the Gibbs sampler and the algorithmic probability theory. The Gibbs sampler is a widely used MCMC scheme that follows the local dynamics of the target distribution.
7 Consider a random variable x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). In the Gibbs sampler, we randomly or systematically choose a coordinate x i and update it with a new sample x drawn from the conditional distribution π(·|x −i ), where
Although we do not know the target distribution π(·) for biclustering, we can easily interpret π(·|x −i ) in the algorithmic probability theory. Given the current bicluster B, the conditional probability π(g i |B −i ) (or π(c j |B −j )) tells us how probably the gene i (or condition j) belongs to the bicluster. A large π(g i |B −i ) means that we can easily generate (or predict) the expression levels of gene i with the help of B −i . In other words, the conditional complexity K(g i |B −i ) is small. Thus, π(g i |B −i ) can be estimated by the algorithmic probability 2 −K(gi|B−i) . This can be interpreted as a form of "Occam's razor": a gene whose expression can be easily predicted given the bicluster B −i has a high probability.
which can be thought of as the likelihood ratio by analogy. Note that we need to normalize 2 −K(gi,B−i) and 2 −K(B−i) because the pair (g i , B −i ) has a larger size than the mere B −i . A larger object potentially has greater complexity than a smaller object with the same structure. However, such excess complexity could mainly come from the additional part of the larger object. The complexity density in both objects may actually be the same. Suppose that the genes in the bicluster B −i are independent for simplicity, the algorithmic probability of complexity density will be −K(B−i)/|B−i| , i.e. the geometric average of the algorithmic probabilities of genes.
Thus, the normalized conditional probability π(
Note that K(B −i )/|B −i | in the above equation is exactly our objective function (3). With Eq. (6), we have the following MCMC algorithm. Initially, we randomly assign some genes and conditions to B (0) . Then, we iteratively perform the following two steps. First, a gene/condition is randomly (in a uniform way) or systematically chosen and then added or removed from the bicluster to perturb the current bicluster B (t) to a new configuration B . If it decreases the objective function h(B), then we will accept this perturbation and let B (t+1) = B . Otherwise, we accept it with probability p = 2 −∆h , where ∆h = h(B ) − h(B (t) ) represents the increase in h(B). One may find that this procedure is the same as the Metropolis sampler. In fact, it is proven that the relaxed Gibbs sampler becomes the Metropolis sampler when the variables take only two possible values (e.g. in our biclustering formulation).
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To increase the possibility of finding the global optimum, we combine the above algorithm with simulated annealing. 10 In this procedure, a control parameter T , known as the "temperature", is introduced by an analogy to statistical mechanics. In the annealing procedure, we repeatedly perform the above algorithm with a monotonically decreasing temperature
The complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that we replace the base 2 with e according to convention in the computation of accepting probability. The difference can be matched by adjusting T k . In the algorithm, we also redefine ∆h = (h(B ) − h(B (t) ))/l, where l is the number of genes, if a condition is selected to perturb the current bicluster or the number of conditions otherwise. It should be remembered that the number of genes and conditions in biclusters are usually different. Thus, the changes in the objective function are also different when perturbing the bicluster with respect to genes or conditions. To be in the same favor of genes and conditions, we should normalize the change of objective function by the number of genes or conditions. It can be shown that the global optimum can be reached by this algorithm with probability 1, if the temperature T k decreases sufficiently slowly. This algorithm returns only one solution/bicluster each run. To obtain multiple biclusters, we may run the algorithm several times with different initial configurations. Besides, we may also employ the traditional masking technique to get multiple biclusters. That is, we mask the expression levels in the found bicluster with random numbers and then run the algorithm on the data again.
The proposed MCMC algorithm is very general in the sense that, no matter what biclusters we want to find, the basic MCMC algorithm remains the same. For different biclusters, we need to only plug in different complexity approximation functions (to be discussed later). Thus, the proposed method can be regarded as a general framework for biclustering. To detect a new type of bicluster, our approach is to design a new approximation method rather than to develop an all new biclustering algorithm, which is the major difference from previous approaches. 
Method:
(1) Randomly assign some genes and conditions to the initial bicluster B (0) .
(2) Initialize temperature T 0 . It should be noted that, to develop an approximation method is much easier than to develop a new biclustering algorithm as shown in Sec. 3.2. Thus, the presented method may save us a lot of time and efforts. Although we have developed a general framework for biclustering, we should notice that regularity/nonrandomness is not the only common feature of all biclusters. Researchers may employ other common features to design new frameworks. Due to the page limit, we will not discuss other possibilities in this paper. We should also notice that not all nonrandom biclusters represent a "life program" for some transcriptional regulatory network, since mathematical significance is not always identical to biological significance. How to assess the biological significance of nonrandom biclusters would be an interesting further research topic.
Clustering and checkerboard type biclustering
We can easily modify the formulation of biclustering to solve the problem of conventional clustering. Consider the problem of clustering n genes in a gene expression data into k disjoint groups G i , i = 1, . . . , k. The objective is to minimize the total Kolmogorov complexity
We may still use the above algorithm to solve this problem by defining the configuration space as the set of vectors G of length n, whose ith element indicates which cluster gene i belongs to.
Similarly, we can solve the problem of checkerboard type biclustering that simultaneously clusters genes into k g groups and conditions into k c groups. The objective function could be defined as
In these two formulations, we do not explicitly consider the sizes of the clusters in the objective function because the intrinsic constraints among the clusters (i.e. their sizes sum up to the size of the expression matrix) do the job.
Approximating Kolmogorov complexity
It should be remembered that Kolmogorov complexity is not computable. Thus, we have to approximate it in practice. In this section, we discuss on how to effectively approximate Kolmogorov complexity of gene expression. It should be noted that Kolmogorov complexity is defined on strings (discrete objects), but gene expression data have real values. Therefore, we need to discretize gene expression data before the approximation. Because gene expression data is usually highly noised, the discretization may also help us to reduce the influence of noise in practice. Many (supervised and unsupervised) discretization methods have been proposed.
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For simplicity, we prefer equal width or frequency discretization method in practice. Namely, equal width discretization (EWD) method divides the range of expression levels into k equally sized intervals and then expression levels in the ith interval are assigned the value i. In contrast, equal frequency discretization (EFD) method divides the expression values into intervals such that each contains a (roughly) same number of continuous values. For affymetrix microarray, EWD is a natural choice and should perform well, since the expression values are original intensities. However, it might not work on cDNA microarray data, since expression values are log ratios instead. "The equally sized" intervals will not be equal sized any more, if we transform the log ratios to original intensities. In this case, we prefer EFD. It should be noted that outliers and noises often result in that the distribution of expression values has a very long tail, which will introduce problems with equal frequency discretization method. To deal with this problem, we would like to divide an interval of EFD into several smaller ones with equal width, if its length is too long.
To approximate the Kolmogorov complexity of a discretized submatrix of gene expression, we notice that every row/column in a perfect bicluster depicts the same biological process, which can essentially be represented by a perfect template row/column. On the other hand, we should not neglect the variances among the expression levels of genes when approximating the Kolmogorov complexity of biclusters because larger variances represent randomness, while smaller variances imply better coherence of biclusters. Therefore, we may calculate the Kolmogorov complexity as
where t is a perfect template row/column, K(t) is the complexity of the perfect template t, and K(B|t) is the conditional complexity of the bicluster B for a given t. Because the value of K(B|t) should somehow reflect the overall variances of rows/columns in B departing from the perfect template row/column t, we propose a simple heuristic algorithm to estimate it and a straightforward approach to construct the perfect template row/column t. Assume that the bicluster under consideration is B = (b ij ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and the template row is t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m ) . Then, we set t j to be the expression level that occurs the most frequently in the column j {b ij : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, i.e.
where k is an expression level and
Similarly, we can compute the template column. With this template row t, we calculate
For simplicity, K(t) can be estimated to be the size of t, i.e. K(t) = m, with the assumption that the expression levels of genes are independent. If K(B|t) is defined as in Eq. (9), it is easy to prove by contradiction that the template row/column t calculated as above is optimal in the sense that it results in the smallest value of Kolmogorov complexity K(B) among all possible t. In Eq. (9), we may also relax δ(b ij , t j ) a little bit asδ
where ξ is a positive number used as the threshold. Equation (9) assumes a unit cost model. That is, if an expression level is different from the template, we use the same cost (i.e. 1) no matter how large the difference between the expression level and the template is. Such a simple cost model is only suitable when the background follows a uniform distribution. In practice, we will have to employ a more sophisticated cost model. More specifically, we use
That is, log |b ij − t j | bits are used to record the difference between b ij and t j and the extra one bit is used to encode the sign of difference.
In what follows, we show how to use the above method to approximate K(B) for four important bicluster patterns: (i) biclusters with constant values, (ii) biclusters with constant rows/columns, (iii) biclusters with coherent values, and (iv) biclusters with coherent evolutions. Some examples of them are shown in Fig. 2 . Clearly, we can use the above discussed method to approximate the complexity of biclusters with constant rows/columns directly. We can also use the same procedure to approximate the complexity of biclusters with constant values, since it is a special case of biclusters with constant rows/columns. In this case, the template t will only be a single expression level.
For biclusters with coherent values, let us consider the additive model used in Cheng and Church's δ-clustering method.
3 In the additive model, expression levels follow the rule as:
For this model, we need a simple preprocessing to use the above approximation method. Suppose the submatrix B has the size n × m. To calculate the complexity, we generate another matrix S of size n × m, where 
where B ·1 is the first column of B, which is needed to recover B from S. For biclusters with coherent evolutions, we consider a relaxed version of the order-preserving submatrix (OPSM) model in the method of Ben-Dor et al. 1 A submatrix is order-preserving, if there is a permutation of its columns under which the sequences of values in every row is strictly increasing. It should be noted that this definition requires the order to be globally preserving between any two columns. In practice, the OPSM condition may be too strict. For simplicity, our relaxed OPSM model just requires that the order between two adjacent columns be preserving. In this case, we also generate a matrix S of size n × m, where s ij contains the order between b i,j+1 and b ij , i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m − 1 and s im contains the order between b i1 and b im . Similar to the case of additive model, we can calculate K(B) by Eq. (13).
Discussion
In many applications, Shannon's entropy and Lempel-Ziv (LZ) compressor are employed for approximating Kolmogorov complexity and perform well. However, they are not suitable in our case as discussed below. 3 . Two examples of the over-compression of LZ compressors. In both cases, LZ algorithms can achieve a high compression ratio. However, the resultant patterns are not meaningful for gene expression analysis.
It is well-known that Shannon's entropy
23 is a computable upper bound of Kolmogorov complexity. In Ref. 13 Kolmogorov showed the following result. Let x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , where each x i takes s possible values and p i , i = 1, . . . , s is the frequency of the occurrences of the ith value in x. Then, for a large n,
where H = − p i log p i is the Shannon's entropy. It should be noted that this inequality holds only for a large n. Thus, we cannot detect the small biclusters with Shannon's entropy to approximate Kolmogorov complexity. Such a limitation makes entropy estimator impractical, since most biclusters in real data are of small size. However, if the biclusters are sufficiently large, then this approximation method works well and is not sensitive to noise as shown in the experiments. The LZ compressor family 31 is also widely used as an estimator of Kolmogorov complexity. When an LZ compressor encounters a phrase that has already been seen (saved in a codebook), it will generate a pointer to the match to replace the current phrase. Although LZ compressors work well in some applications, we observe that it is not suitable for our application due to over-compression. Figure 3 gives two examples of patterns where LZ compressors can achieve a high compression ratio. In the left subfigure, for example, the second row can be broken into two phrases "123" and "456" that can be matched with phrases in the first row. Thus, we can achieve a high compression ratio of about 0.5. However, the matching is not biologically meaningful. Besides, LZ algorithms are too slow to be used in an MCMC algorithm, which usually has a very large number of iterations.
Experiments
We have implemented our method and run it on simulated as well as real data. To test if our method can detect different types of biclusters, we generate a large number of simulated datasets, all of them are 1000×50 matrices and each is embedded with a different type of biclusters. Due to the page limit, we report only the results of four typical kinds of biclusters: biclusters with constant values, biclusters with constant rows, biclusters of additive model, and biclusters of relaxed OPSM. All of these biclusters have size 100 × 20. The dataset generating procedure is as follows. First, the data matrix is filled with random values uniformly distributed in the range (20, 16, 000) . Then, a target bicluster perturbed by random noise is embedded into the data matrix. Finally, we permutate the rows and columns of the data matrix so that the bicluster does not appear as a contiguous submatrix.
In the experiments, we discretize data with the combination of EFD and EWD method as described earlier. The discretization level k is set to 128. Other choices of k such as 64 and 256 give similar results. Because the background follows a uniform distribution, we use the relaxed unit cost model as given in Eq. (10) with ξ = 1 to approximate Kolmogorov complexity in this experiment. For the annealing procedure, it is known that the global optimum can be reached by the simulated annealing algorithm with probability 1, if the temperature decreases sufficiently slowly (i.e. in the order of O(log(
number of iterations at the temperature T k ). 7 However, no one can afford such a slow annealing schedule in practice. As most people did, we use the exponential cooling scheme, which was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. 10 That is, T k = λT k−1 , where λ is a constant close to, but smaller than 1. Although such an annealing schedule does not theoretically guarantee that the global optimum can be reached, we find that it actually works very well in our biclustering application as shown later. For all simulated data, we set the initial temperature to 1×10 −5 and λ = 0.95 in the experiments. We also randomly choose about half of the genes and conditions as the initial configuration of the MCMC algorithm. It is interesting to note that our method can detect all four types of biclusters without any error with the above setting. That is, all genes and conditions in the target biclusters are successfully detected and no other genes/conditions are included in the solutions. In Fig. 4 , we give the trace of objective function on a uniform bicluster. We also depict the difference between the true bicluster and the found bicluster during the iterations. The traces on other types of biclusters have the similar pattern. To save space, we omit them here. As shown in the figure, our method can converge to true biclusters of all types without any error. Besides, the algorithm converges fast and returns the solution in less than 1000 successful moves (the total number of iterations is set to 105,000). Because the operations in each iteration are simple, the algorithm usually terminate in less than 1 min on these datasets. As a comparison, we also run the δ-biclustering algorithm of Cheng and Church 3,c and the SAMBA algorithm of Tanay et al. 27 ,d on these datasets. For δ-biclustering, we try many different threshold δ and list the results in Table 1 . On the bicluster with constant values, the best result of δ-biclustering is a bicluster of size 73 × 22, of which 65 rows and 20 columns are correct. The reported H score 3 is 40,543,429, which is far from that (78,203) of the true bicluster. As shown in the experiments, the threshold δ plays a crucial role. When δ is large, say 5 × 10 8 , the whole data matrix is returned. On the other hand, a very small bicluster of size 5 × 10 is returned, when δ = 1× 10 5 . It should be noted that 1× 10 5 is actually close to the H score of the true bicluster. The results on the bicluster of constant rows and additive model are similar. For SAMBA, we use the recommended setting valsp 3ap. The reported biclusters are listed in Table 1 . We observed that all reported biclusters are small with respect to the true biclusters. The reason may be that the polynomial algorithm of SAMBA requires that the degree of every gene vertex is bounded.
As mentioned earlier, our method with entropy estimator is very robust to the noise. To test it, we perform a series of experiments on biclusters with constant values. In the experiments, the sizes of biclusters and data matrices are still 100×20 and 1000 × 50, respectively. We generate biclusters with constant expression level 5000. The expression levels are perturbed by random numbers drawn from the Gaussian distribution N (0, δ 2 ), where the standard deviation δ increases from 10 to 400 by 10 each step. It should be noted that the standard deviation 400 is considerably large when compared to the expression level 5000. In all experiments, the discretization parameter k is set to 128 and T 0 is set to 5 × 10 5 . The results are shown in Fig. 5 , which demonstrate that our method is very robust to noise. In all cases, our method could correctly detect all conditions in biclusters without any error. With respect to the genes, the maximum number of errors is only 3, which is very small relative to the total number (i.e. 100) of genes in the target biclusters. On the other hand, we have observed that the number of iterations and the objective function value of the found bicluster increase with the degree of noise in general.
Besides simulated datasets, we also run our algorithm on a real yeast cell cycle gene expression data produced by Spellman et al. 26 Spellman et al. measured the relative expression levels of 6218 Saccharomyces cerevisiae putative gene transcripts (ORFs) as a function of time in cell cultures that had been synchronized in three independent ways, α factor-based synchronization, size-based synchronization, and cdc-15 based synchronization, which results in a dataset containing 77 conditions (time points). Since the data involve many different conditions, it is a good benchmark data to test our biclustering method. Spellman et al. identified 799 genes that are cell cycle regulated. We use the expression levels of these 799 genes in the experiments.
With Eq. (11) to approximate conditional Kolmogorov complexity, our biclustering method finds many interesting biclusters on the data by setting the initial temperature to 1 × 10 −7 and λ = 0.95. Some of them are shown in Fig. 6 . These biclusters follow either the additive model or relaxed OPSM model. Clearly, genes in the same biclusters show the similar expression patterns. Our method also finds many biclusters following uniform or constant rows model, but we do not show them here because most uniform and constant-row biclusters are just associated primarily with groups of genes that do not respond in the tested experiments and are not with some biologically significant phenomenon. However, by identifying and masking these "background" uniform and constant-row biclusters, we may detect biologically interesting bicluster more easily. In fact, the biclusters of additive model shown in Fig. 6 are found after we randomly mask 30 detected uniform biclusters.
To determine the statistical significance of detected biclusters for functional category enrichment, we use the hypergeometric distribution to model the probability of observing at least k ORFs from a cluster size n by chance in a category containing f ORFs from a total genome size of g ORFs (g = 6613 in current MIPS database). 28 More specifically, the P-value is given as
which can be used to measure, if a bicluster is enriched with genes from a particular functional category to a greater extent than that would be expected by chance. If the majority of ORFs in a bicluster belong to one functional category, it is alpha49  alpha56  alpha63  alpha70  alpha77  alpha119  cdc15_50  cdc15_100  cdc15_110  cdc15_220  cdc28_0  cdc28_20  cdc28_30  cdc28_60  cdc28_70  cdc28_80   elu0  elu30  elu120  elu270  elu300   YDR146C   YGL021W   YGL116W   YGR108W   YHR023W   YLR190W   YMR001C   YMR032W   YNL057W   YNL058C   YOR025W   YPR119W   alpha21  alpha28  cdc15_30  cdc15_50  cdc15_90  cdc15_110  cdc15_120  cdc15_130  cdc15_140  cdc15_150  cdc15_170  cdc15_220  cdc28_20  cdc28_60  cdc28_70  cdc28_100  cdc28_110   YAR007C   YBR088C   YBR089W   YDL003W   YDR097C   YGR152C   YGR189C   YIL140W   YOL007C   YOL017W   alpha91  alpha98  alpha112  alpha119  cdc15_100  cdc15_110  cdc15_150  cdc15_160  cdc15_220  cdc15_230   elu180  elu210  elu270  elu300  elu330   YBR009C   YDL055C   YDR224C   YDR225W   YLR183C   YML027W   YNL030W   YNL031C (a) Bicluster #1 (b) Bicluster #2 (c) Bicluster #3   alpha7  alpha14  alpha21  alpha28  alpha42  alpha56  alpha63  alpha70  alpha77  alpha84  alpha98  alpha112  cdc15_80  cdc15_100  cdc15_250  cdc15_270  cdc28_80  cdc28_90  cdc28_100  cdc28_110   elu90  elu120  elu150  elu180  elu210  elu240  elu330  elu360  elu390   YBR158W   YCL022C   YCL024W   YCL040W   YCL042W   YDL169C   YEL060C   YFR015C   YGR044C   YGR086C   YIL009W   YKL116C   YKL163W   YNL078W   YOR230W   YPR120C   cln3.1  alpha14  alpha21  alpha77  cdc15_30  cdc15_50  cdc15_70  cdc15_90  cdc15_110  cdc15_250  cdc15_270  cdc15_290  cdc28_10  cdc28_20  cdc28_30  cdc28_40  cdc28_60  cdc28_70  cdc28_100  cdc28_110  cdc28_150  cdc28_160   elu360   YBR087W   YDL018C   YDL101C   YER095W   YER190W   YGL038C   YGR296W   YHR159W   YHR219W   YIL177C   YJR043C   YJR155W   YKL045W   YLR103C   YLR121C   YML060W   YMR199W   YNL181W   YNL304W   YNL309W   YPL221W   YPL256C   clb2.2  alpha49  alpha56  alpha63  alpha70  cdc15_10  cdc15_30  cdc15_50  cdc15_130  cdc15_140  cdc15_150  cdc15_170  cdc15_270  cdc15_290  cdc28_40  cdc28_50   elu30  elu60  elu90  elu330 .2  alpha14  alpha56  alpha84  alpha91  cdc15_30  cdc15_120  cdc15_150  cdc15_230  cdc28_20  cdc28_30  cdc28_70  cdc28_120   elu0  elu60   YAR007C  YBR088C  YBR161W  YCL022C  YCL060C  YCL061C  YDL018C  YDL101C  YDR503C  YER095W  YER111C  YER190W  YFL065C  YGR041W  YGR109C  YGR151C  YGR152C  YGR188C  YGR221C  YIL140W  YIL177C  YJL074C  YJL187C  YJR006W  YKL045W  YLL002W  YLL066C  YLR103C  YLR183C  YLR313C  YLR463C  YML027W  YML061C  YML109W  YMR179W  YNL082W  YNL165W  YNL233W  YNL262W  YNL312W  YOL007C  YOL034W  YOL090W  YOR033C  YOR074C  YPL153C  YPL163C  YPL267W  YPR120C  YPR174C  YPR175W  YPR204W   clb2.2  alpha28  alpha49  alpha77  cdc15_10  cdc15_50  cdc15_110  cdc15_150  cdc15_210  cdc15_240   cdc28_0  cdc28_30  cdc28_60  cdc28_70  cdc28_100   elu30  elu330   YAR003W  YBR070C  YBR073W  YCR065W  YDL003W  YDR097C  YDR113C  YDR309C  YDR353W  YDR488C  YDR501W  YDR507C  YER170W  YGL038C  YGR014W  YGR041W  YJL078C  YJL181W  YJR043C  YKL067W  YKL101W  YKL165C  YKR013W  YLR049C  YLR234W  YLR300W  YML060W  YMR199W  YNL192W  YNL300W  YOL017W  YOL019W  YOR248W  YOR263C  YPL057C  YPL241C  YPL256C  YPR106W  YPR135W  YPR141C   cln3.1  alpha0  alpha14  alpha63  alpha77  alpha91  cdc15_50  cdc15_90  cdc15_170  cdc15_190  cdc15_240  cdc28_10  cdc28_20  cdc28_60  cdc28_110   elu0   YBL112C   YBR070C   YBR073W   YDL102W   YDL103C   YDR307W   YGL061C   YHR218W   YIL141W   YJL073W   YJL091C   YJL225C   YKL042W   YKL101W   YKL113C   YLR233C   YLR458W   YML133C   YNL072W   YNL262W   YNL304W   YOR248W (g) Bicluster #7 (h) Bicluster #8 (i) Bicluster #9 Fig. 6 . Some biclusters found in the yeast cell cycle gene expression data of Spellman et al. 26 The biclusters 1-6 are from the additive model and the biclusters 7-9 are from the relaxed OPSM model.
unlikely to happen by chance and the P-value will be close to 0. We test the third level MIPS functional categories 19, 22 for each bicluster. By adopting Bonferroni's correction for multiple independent hypotheses, only P-values less than 2 × 10 −4 are reported because otherwise the total expectation within the bicluster would be higher than 0.05. As shown in Table 2 , most biclusters are enriched by genes from a particular functional category. It should be noted that many genes belong to multiple functional categories. Thus, the summation of the number of genes within each functional category could be greater than the total number of genes in the bicluster.
We then search for upstream DNA sequence motifs that are common to members of the above biclusters in order to identify known or novel cis-regulatory elements that may contribute to the co-regulation of genes in a bicluster. 28 We use the program AlignACE 3.0 21 to search for DNA sequence motifs in the 600 bp regions upstream of the ORFs in biclusters 7 and 8. For AlignACE, we set both the expected number of conserved bases and the expected number of sites to 10. The two motifs found in the biclusters are graphically represented in Fig. 7 by the program WebLogo.
5 It should be noted that both motifs have the considerably large MAP (maximum a priori log likelihood) scores (62.663 and 43.0691, respectively), which means that the motif is highly over-represented relative to the expectation for the random occurrence of such a motif in the sequence under consideration. In fact, both motifs are also biologically significant because they match the experimentally verified transcription factor binding sites well. For example, the motif in Fig. 7(a) matches the MCB-binding site (ACGCGT) and the motif in Fig. 7(b) matches the SCB-binding site (CAC-GAAA) well. Besides co-regulation, genes may be co-expressed due to other reasons as we found in bicluster 3. This bicluster contains eight genes which are YBR009C, YDL055C, YDR224C, YDR225W, YLR183C, YML027W, YNL030W, and YNL031C. Interestingly, the products of five genes (YBR009C, YDR224C, YDR225W, YNL030W, and YNL031C) participate in the nucleosomal protein complex (MIPS website, http://mips.gsf.de/), which may be the main reason for their coexpression. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel biclustering method based on Kolmogorov complexity. Instead of pairwise similarity between gene expressions, our method considers the overall coherence of biclusters. More precisely, we detect biclusters by minimizing the complexity density by using an MCMC algorithm. Our method is general in that it can discover any type of computable patterns in gene expression data. Our experimental results on simulated and real data show that the approach is very versatile and promising.
